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Mad for 
Plaid

Skill Level: 
Intermediate

Featuring: 
Loominous by 
Anna Maria 
Horner

Finished Size:  
Finished Size: 60-1/2” x 66-1/2” (153.67cm x 168.9cm)

Supplies:
FreeSpirit Loominous by Anna Maria Horner
(1) WOAH002.FOGXX 5/8 yard (.34m)
(2) WOAH005.SMART 3/8 yard (.57m)
(3) WOAH002.CREAM 2/3 yard (.61m)
(4) WOAH002.GLOWX 3/8 yard (.57m)
(5) WOAH008.ORANG 3/8 yard (.57m)
(6) WOAH008.EVENI Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(7) WOAH004.SECRE Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(8) WOAH007.DENIM Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(9) WOAH004.BEACH Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(10 & 22) WOAH001.COCOA Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(11) WOAH002.PLUMX Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(12) WOAH006.CANDY Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(13) WOAH007.CHERR Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(14) WOAH005.STRAW Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(15) WOAH008.GRAPE Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(16) WOAH004.VINTA Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(17) WOAH001.GRAYX Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(18) WOAH003.AQUAX Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(19) WOAH002.SEAFO Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(20) WOAH007.FORES Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(21) WOAH003.BLACK Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
(23) WOAH002.RUSTX Fat quarter (45.72cm x 53.34cm)
Backing 4 yards (3.66m)
Binding 2/3 yard (.61m)

Additional Requirements
68-1/2” x 74-1/2” (174cm x 189cm) piece of batting
Rotary cutter, ruler, and mat
Coats all purpose thread in colors to match fabrics

Technique: Patchwork

Designed By: Anna Maria Horner

Brand: FreeSpirit

Crafting Time: Week
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Cutting
Section One
Fabric 1 Fog, cut:
(2) 9-1/2” x 42” (24.13cm x 106.68cm)

Fabric 2 Smart, cut:
(3) 3” x 42” (7.62cm x 106.68cm)

Fabric 3 Cream, cut:
(4) 2” x 42” (5.08cm x 106.68cm)
(2) 6-1/2” x 42” (16.51cm x 106.68cm)

Fabric 4 Glow, cut:
(1) 9-1/2” x 42” (24.13cm x 106.68cm)

Fabric 5 Orange, cut:
(3) 3” x 42” (7.62cm x 106.68cm)

Section Two:

Fabric 6 Even, cut:
(2) 8-1/2” x 9-1/2” (21.59cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 7 Secret, cut:
(3) 3” x 8-1/2” (7.62cm x 21.59cm)

Fabric 8 Denim, cut:
(4) 2” x 8-1/2” (5.08cm x 21.59cm)
(2) 6-1/2” x 8-1/2” (16.51cm x 21.59cm)

Fabric 9 Beach, cut:
(1) 8-1/2” x 9-1/2” (21.59cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 10 Cocoa, cut:
(3) 3” x 8-1/2” (7.62cm x 21.59cm)

Section Three
Fabric 11 Plum, cut:
(2)  9” x 9-1/2” (22.86cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 12 Candy, cut:
(3) 3” x 9” (7.62cm x 22.86cm)
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Fabric 13 Cherry, cut:
(4) 2” x 9” (5.08cm x 22.86cm)
(2) 6-1/2” x 9” (16.51cm x 22.86cm)

Fabric 14 Straw, cut:
(1) 9” x 9-1/2” (22.86cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 15 Grape, cut:
(3) 3” x 9” (7.62cm x 22.86cm)

Section Four:
Fabric 16 Vintage, cut:
(2) 8-1/2” x 9-1/2” (21.59cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 17 Grey, cut:
(3) 3” x 8-1/2” (7.62cm x 21.59cm)

Fabric 18 Aqua, cut:
(4) 2” x 8-1/2” (5.08cm x 21.59cm)
(2) 6-1/2 x 8-1/2” (16.51cm x 21.59cm)

Fabric 19 Seafoam, cut:
(1) 8-1/2” x 9-1/2” (21.59cm x 24.13cm)

Fabric 20 Forest, cut:
(3) 3” x 8-1/2” (7.62cm x 21.59cm)

Section Five:
Fabric 21 Black, cut:
(2) 2-1/2” x 9-1/2” (6.35cm x 24.13cm)
(4) 2” x 2-1/2” (5.08cm x 6.35cm)
(2) 2-1/2” x 6-1/2” (6.35cm x 16.51cm)

Fabric 22 Cocoa, cut:
(3) 2-1/2” x 3” (6.35cm x 7.62cm)

Fabric 23 Rust, cut:
(1) 2-1/2” x 9-1/2” (6.35cm x 24.13cm)
(3) 2-1/2” x 3” (6.35cm x 7.62cm)

Instructions
Note: All sewing is right sides together with 1/4” (.64cm) 
seam allowances.

Section One:
*All of the following steps join the 42”(106.68cm) edges 
together.
1. Sew a (1.Fog) rectangle to a (2.Smart) rectangle.
2. Sew a narrow (3.Cream) rectangle to the unsewn 

edge of (2.Smart) from previous step.
3. Sew another (2.Smart) rectangle to the unsewn edge 

of (3.Cream) from previous step.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Next, sew a wide (3.Cream) rectangle to the (2.Smart) 

edge of the assembled patchwork.
6. Continue to build the patchwork by sewing the 

following pieces onto the right side in a left to 
right sequence (see assembly diagram for Section 
One): (4.Glow), (wide 3.Cream), (5.orange), (narrow 
3.Cream), (5.Orange), (narrow 3.Cream), (5.Orange), 
(1.Fog).

7. Once Section One patchwork is complete, press all 
seams in one direction and set aside.
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Section Two:
*All of the steps in this section join the 8-1/2” (21.59cm) 
edges together.
1. Sew a (6.Even) rectangle to a (7.Secret) rectangle.
2. Sew one of the narrow (8.Denim) rectangles to the 

unsewn edge of (7.secret) from the previous step.
3. Sew another (7.Secret) rectangle to the unsewn edge 

of (8.denim) from previous step.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Next, sew a wide (8.Denim) rectangle to the (7.Secret) 

edge of patchwork.
6. Continue to build the patchwork by sewing the 

following pieces onto the right side in a left to right 
sequence (see assembly diagram for Section Two): 
(9.Beach), (wide 8.Denim), (10.Cocoa), (narrow 
8.Denim), (10.Cocoa), (narrow 8.Denim), (10.Cocoa), 
(6.Even).

7. Once Section Two patchwork is complete, press all 
seams in one direction (opposite direction of Section 
One) and set aside.

Section Three:
*All of the steps in this section join the 9” (22.86cm) edges 
together.
1. Sew a (11.Plum) rectangle to a (12.Candy) rectangle.
2. Sew a narrow (13.Cherry) rectangle to the unsewn 

edge of (12.Candy) from the previous step.
3. Sew another (12.Candy) rectangle to the unsewn 

edge of (13.Cherry) from previous step.
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Next, sew a wide (13.Cherry) rectangle to the (12.

Candy) edge of the patchwork.
6. Continue to build the patchwork by sewing the 

following pieces onto the right side in a left to 
right sequence (see assembly diagram for Section 
Three): (14.Straw), (13.Cherry), (15.Grape), (narrow 
13.Cherry), (15.Grape), (narrow 13.Cherry), (15.
Grape), (11.Plum).

7. Once Section Three patchwork is complete, press all 
seams in one direction (opposite direction as Section 
One) and set aside.

Section Four:
*All of the steps in this section join the 8-1/2” (21.59cm) 
edges together.
1. Sew a (16.Vintage) rectangle to a (17.Grey) rectangle.
2. Sew a narrow (18.Aqua) rectangle to the unsewn edge 

of (17.Grey) from the previous step.
3. Sew another (17.Grey) rectangle to the unsewn edge 

of (18.Aqua) from previous step.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Next, sew a wide (18.Aqua) rectangle to the (17.Grey) 

edge of the patchwork.
6. Continue to build the patchwork by sewing the 

following pieces to the right side in a left to right 
sequence (see assembly diagram for Section Four): 
(19.Seafoam), (wider 18.Aqua), (20.Forest), (narrow 
18.Aqua), (20.Forest), (narrow 18.Aqua), (20.Forest), 

(16.Vintage).
7. Once Section Four patchwork is complete, press all 

seams in one direction (opposite direction of Section 
One) and set aside.

Section Five:
*All of the steps in this section join the 2-1/2” edges 
together.
1. Sew one of the longest (21.Black) rectangles to a (22.

Cocoa) rectangle.
2. Sew one of the smallest (21.Black) rectangles to the 

unsewn edge of (22.Cocoa) from the previous step.
3. Sew another (22.Cocoa) rectangle to the unsewn 

edge of (21.Black) from previous step.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3.
5. Next, sew one of the medium length (21.Black) 

rectangles to the (22.Cocoa) edge of patchwork.
6. Continue to build the patchwork by sewing the 

following pieces to the right side in a left to right 
sequence (see the diagram assembly for Section Five): 
(wide 23.Rust), (medium 21.Black), (small 23..Rust), 
(small 21.Black), (small 23.Rust), (small 21.Black), 
(small 23.Rust), (longest 21.Black).

7. Once patchwork for Section Five is complete, press all 
seams in the same direction as the seams in Section 
One. Set aside.
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Assembly
1. Carefully measure and cut Section One in half to 

create two 21” x 60-1/2” (53.34cm x 153.67cm) 
rectangles (with cutline running perpendicular to the 
seam lines).

2. Cut one rectangle again to yield one 12-1/2” x 60-
1/2” (31.75cm x 153.67cm) rectangle (for Section One 
A) and one 8-1/2 x 60-1/2” (21.59cm x 153.67cm) 
rectangle (for Section One B). 

3. Repeat Step 2 using the remaining 21” x 60-1/2” 
rectangle (53.34cm x 153.67cm). The 8-1/2” (21.59 
cm) rectangle will be Section One C and the 12-1/2” 
(31.75cm) rectangle will be Section One D.

4. Carefully measure and cut the Section Three fabric 
in half to create two 4-1/2” x 60-1/2” (11.43cm x 
153.67cm) rectangles (with cutline centered and 
perpendicular to the seam lines). (These will be 
Section Three A and Section Three B.)

5. Refer to the Final Assembly diagram for placing the 
rows in the correct sequence before joining one to 
the next. Align the vertical seams from one row to the 
next as accurately as possible. Make sure that vertical 
seams in every other row are pressed in the opposite 
direction for smoother assembly.

6. Cut and piece the backing fabric to measure 68-1/2” 
x 74-1/2” (174cm x 189cm).

7. Layer the quilt top right side up on top of the batting 
and the wrong side of the backing. Baste the layers 
together and quilt as desired. Trim backing and 
batting even with the top.

8. Cut seven 2-1/2” x 42” (6.35cm x 106.68cm) strips 
from the binding fabric. Sew the strips short ends 
together and bind as desired.


